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Bulwell Arts Festival 
is a week of art workshops and events located in and 
around Bulwell. 

We aim to celebrate the creativity of people in Bulwell 
and encourage a sense of community by showcasing local 
artists’ work; promoting music performances and 
getting people together for a variety of art events.  
Local schools get involved, artists display their work in 
shop windows and everyone is encouraged to take part. 

This is our 3rd year... we hope you enjoy the art on show, 
see a performance and get creative yourself!  With thanks 
to all the volunteers and sponsors who make it happen 
and a special thanks to Joy Rice for compiling this poetry 
pamphlet.

www.bulwellartsfestival.co.uk

Foreword

I’d just come back from three 
days at the Bodmin Moor Poetry 
Festival in Cornwall when 
my draft copy of the Bulwell 
Arts Festival Poetry Pamphlet 
arrived. So what, you might 
say? North Nottingham to North 
Cornwall, that’s a hell of a long 
way, and what’s Bodmin got to 
do with Bulwell anyway?

P’raps it’s this. Down in Cornwall 
there were poets from all over: 
from Wales to Hong Kong and 
from Ireland to the Lebanon; 
poets as young as fourteen and 
as old as – well, as old as me. 
All using poetry to say what 
they felt, what they cared about; 
using language to make us stop 
and think, to make us laugh out 
loud. Cry, too. It’s what poetry’s 
for. All of it. All that stuff. It 
makes you feel good to hear it, 
read it, write it. Some people 
think poetry sets people apart 
from one another; I think the 
opposite, I think it can bring 
people together. Like the poems 
in this pamphlet, they can do 
that. Give ’em a read, give ’em a 
listen.

John Harvey
1st June 2016

Getting involved in Bulwell Arts Festival   

If you are passionate that art is for everyone and want to get involved in a fantastic 
local project you are welcome to join our organising team for BAF2017.
Email Nicola Curzon at nicola@bulwellartsfestival.com to get involved! 
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My virus

It started with a tickle,
and then I got a cough.
Next I was sneezing,
I wish it would go off!

This virus seems to like me,
Though I don’t reciprocate,
I wouldn’t wish it on enemies, 
let alone those I don’t hate!

It’s been around me now,
for more than a week
It’s really outstayed its welcome,
as more tissues, I seek.

I’ve rested and drunk fluids.
until I feel awash.
I really wish there was some way
I could hit it with a cosh!

I know I will get better.
But that’s not good enough,
I want to say goodbye now,
to this debilitating cough!  
 

Annette Scholes
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If William Wordsworth Worra Bulwell Lad

I wandud loneleh as a clahd
Til me mam tode mi it wernt allahd
An when he gets om ahm tellin ya dad
An yo gunna gerra right baht rahnd tab   

Trevor Wright

Message to Christy Brown

Hello there Mr Christy Brown
I know you are from an Irish town.
Wonderfully gracing earth until nineteen eighty one.
Sadly now departed yet your legacy definitely lives on.
Cerebral Palsy we have in common
And a steal-like determination never forgotten,
I too cannot walk
And my PC is my piece of chalk.

You inspirationally wrote and painted masterpieces with your “left foot” toes,
All I do is write pretty lyrics by pressing my P.C. keyboard with my nose.
We share humble up bringings
With working class parents and siblings.
This is what made us tough
Although at times it was rough.
As I embark on my poetic journey
Comparisons to you do concern me.
I would not wish to stain memories you gave by trying to be your rival
But I would be honoured to be classed as one of your decyples.

I am not trying to follow in your wheelchair tracks,
Or cheapen your name just for the cracks.
Maybe at times I’ll be jilted by desire,
And think of you to inspire.
Yes Christy, your guidance I am inviting
And I thought I would put it into writing.
I need all the help I can get and you Mr Christy Brown, are no exception.
So, feel free to use your heavenly left foot and point me in the right direction.                                                    

Daz Mannix 
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Allotment Folk
                        
Said the swede it’s chilli out
I must take a leek
Before I peas myself
Can’t leaf it much longer
Cos I havn’t bean for ages
Don’t want to soil myself
Well that’s a turnip for the book
I thought you were spade
No no that was the hoe
Well that’s shallot
As it’s bed time now

Heartless

Have you seen my heart?
I used to wear it on my sleeve
You who are famous for losing things
Have you seen my heart?
I used to be hard hearted
Having nothing much to give
Now I find it’s gone soft on me
My heart that is, not the other thing
I seem to have mislaid the very thing
That would make me a better man
Tell me do, is it with you?
Should you find it please care for it
It’s the only one I’ve got  

David Coombes

Too Many Cooks…. 

The series has now ended. We’ve chipped, we’ve chopped, we’ve blended
Now we are recommended to buy the DVD
We’ve table doted, and we’ve la carted
It’s been at least two hours since the ruddy programme started
And I can’t remember any recipe
A dozen brave contestants vied to be the winner 
And make the perfect dish but some came up with a dog’s dinner
Though expert in comestibles some made indigestibles 
A British bun coated with cream
Became a muffin just to please the US dream
An Ausie from down under made a most appalling blunder
His wombat soup required a touch of mustard
He was nervous and quite flustered as he added loads of custard 
A chef came all the way from exotic Costa Cubana
He showed us fifty ways to peel a ripe banana
One by one they proved their skills at making great comestibles
One boasted having fed the crowd at Glastonbury festivals
The winner walked away with the chocolate spatula he cherished
It melted.    Before he got it home his trophy had quite simply perished …….
A chef whose name was Harris said his French Fries came from Paris
A man who lived in Harrow brought a huge and tasty marrow
He was suspended. His broad beans were really far too narrow
As one series ends another has to start.
The next one will be themed on how to make a tasty tart.

As for me I’ve pitched a script that comes from Pennsylvania 
It should baffle all those viewers with a culinary mania
It’s “Shoofly pie and good old Apple Pan Dowdy”. 
And as the song would have it, “Makes Your Eyes Light Up, 
Your Tummy Say Howdy” 
Follow that!          

© Don Read 30.7.15 
www.donread.net/poems

What the hell was it all about?

What the hell was it all about?
Chicken in a basket
blackcurrant and stout
wife swapping
and tupperware parties
the working class
being arty farty.                                                      

Eagle Spits
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Internet Angel
 
From the mystique of the cyber land,
You enter my life from the internet.
You seem sincere
Not yet another ‘one more’ to forget.
We share a laugh,
Try to wind each other up.
When you sense I’m down
You ask me what’s up?
 
You emerged from nowhere,
angelically flying through heavenly smoke.
I could be in a deep dream
and suddenly regretting the fact that I woke.
Then I dare to hope you are for real,
wondering if I have found a friend.
I am nervous
because on ‘true’ friends I depend.
 
As we get to know each other better
I’ll discover whether you are honest.
Maybe we can build on our internet chat,
realizing our friendship of promise.
Face to face, the severity of my disability may shock you
altering your intent.
I hope my prayers have been answered though
and you become my internet angel heaven sent.
 
Daz Mannix

Written 12.04.2002
Published 31/07/05 in “From The Heart” Anthology.
my first poem in a book

Going Quackers

I went to the City Ground
on a Saturday.
I, a loyal Forest fan,
like to watch them play.

First, though, it occurred to me
how unkind it looks
if I don’t call at the Boggs
and feed hungry ducks.

I took them a bag of bread
left from that day’s lunch.
I thought “It’s a special treat,
they’ll say Thanks a Bunch”.

But the ducks ignored my bread.
Can you guess the reason?
It was all because of their
crazy mating season.

Two male mallards on the Leen
looked quite woebegone.
A coquettish female duck
blithely led them on.

Suddenly she then took flight
over passing cars,
chased by both the lovelorn drakes
to the Moon and Stars.

Those poor soggy bits of bread,
much to my dismay,
floated steadily downstream,
carried right away.

Gone like Forest’s Glory Hopes
for another year.
Thoughts of my uneaten bread
make me shed a tear.               

Denis Robinson



Anxiety Haiku Style
         
Frit again by the
Same big wrinkled elephant?
Feed it oranges.                 

Trevor Wright 
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Laughter is the best medicine!

Laughter is the best medicine!
So, have a good laugh every day! 
Take this prescription for good health,
and keep the blues away.

Try not to let life get you down, 
beware of upsets and niggles.
Find something to tickle your funny bone.
to bring on an attack of the giggles! 

Dose yourself with silliness,
it’s sure to make troubles scatter.
Don’t take life too seriously!
Enjoy yourself! Life is a laughing matter!                             

Joy Rice
www.joyrice.co.uk

One million houses stand empty 

One million houses stand empty
yet still we are full
1.3 million pound bonuses
for those that misrule
look after our own
britain comes first
the others belong
in the sea or the hearse
well the poor are my family
my siblings my kin
so open the borders
and let them come in
we have no money
to spend on the poor
we need to buy weapons
to bomb them some more
they might be jihadists
have beards and brown skin
those skinny infants
with their disguises is so thin
well the poor are my family
my siblings my kin
so open the borders
and let them come in
amazon need their tax breaks
starbucks do too
so stop overseas aid
thats what we must do
so we’ll go on bombing
it’s the great british way
we created the war zones
and in them they’ll stay
well the poor are my family
my siblings my kin
so open the border
and let them come in   

Eagle Spits 08/09/2015  

Grandma - Louis

Louis, Maisie (Doggy) Crazy,
Morning Hazy
Louis on Laptop,
      me, outside
Hanging Washing

Louis cried, out to say,

He’d won the Game,
       Oh Hooray  Lovely Day!     

Janet Leivers                                               

Summer morning

Breeze, Trees,
Silence!
Herds. No! Herds of
Children going to school
               Broken Rule.

Sleeping, now, all is still,

I am in my bed.
Hearing no shrill of children
playing,
I am laying in my bed.
Rain coming down,
Silent and still.

Oh So Quiet, on the sill
dripping rain, children,
still, what a peace,
         what a Thrill
           
Janet Leivers

Teaspoon 

When washing up the other day
I pondered on this thought
as I finished – there it lay –
as shiny now as was when bought.
There’s always one teaspoon left in there
when all the waters poured out
to find a fork is very rare
one of life’s mysteries without a doubt!

Ros Yousouf
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Cure

As I was walking down the road
I met a man who ‘ad a coad
“I bin t’chemist on me own
But price o’ meds I need a loan
So I’m off ‘ome, to get sum kip
And ope me nose then stops to drip.
A box o’ tissues ull ‘ave to do
Or it’ll turn into the flu.”
Off he went, a dribbling mess.
He didn’t look well I must confess.
The next day I were in the shops

The chemist said “e’d need sum hops”
So toad ‘im “Get t’pub
‘ave a pint and get some grub,
Ger off ’ome and ave a snooze
Sleep it off wi’ loads o’ booze.
In the morning you’ll feel like hell.
But no more flu and you’ll be well”.

The moral of this story is
A pint of ale, a goodnight kiss,
Wil cure your cold
I’m sure of this! 
                   
Gary Holman 

The Joker

Why so serious?
The joker said to the batman

Are you jealous that I can have a laugh at the things that no body else can
You say “what is wrong with you? Look at all the bad things you do!”

I guess that depends on who is judging who
“You’re a villain” yes and you are a twisted up civilian

Running around in tights and dressed as a bat
But that’s fine because nobody seems to question that fact…

At least I know who I am, you may think me a beast but on the contrary 
inside I feel quite complete

I am the joker and any character I can play the trump card I always get my 
own way

Look at me, I am free, I dance and I prance around the night heckling the 
most ghastly sound

The mad man, off his meds I didn’t eat all the bull the psychiatrist said
You see me smile and laugh at my crazy style

Please know my shoes are just a roués for my down trodden knowledge
I cover up with all of my psychotic frolics

I am the joker you laugh but I always get the last laugh
As I am the one who is walking the right path

I will not be tamed there are no rules to this game
I ask you, why would any two people choose to be the same?

I am the joker the butt of your jokes
But what if I told you this serious life was just a hoax

I do feel for you, the one that does not have an inkling a clue
I do not laugh at you the unaware, as there has to be some serious people 

that have to care
Having to believe in the game of fear!

I tell you, life is just like a game of chest…
The ones that win are not the ones that try their best

The one that wins is the one having all the fun! 

Grace Juliette Bernard

Get ready

The time has come, the pensioner said
‘To talk of many things,
of youth and shoes and how we
still have wings’
‘Wings to fly to live or die
to sleep to lie
We are not old, we are still here
We need to be loved taken care of it’s clear
We want to be alive again,
we dress to please
Wear make-up, mascara, lipstick
and are not on our knees
We still yearn for romance
and a night on the town
with someone special, who’s always around
So, come on girls, let down your hair
we’ve got to get cracking,
no time to spare

Janet Leivers
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Grey Misty Morning   2-10-1981

It’s time to be travellin’
To places unknown,
To the bright lights of nowhere
Where I’ll stand all alone.

In the grey misty morning
When the seagulls will sing,
I’ll be holding my bags
But I’ll walk like a king.

It’s time to be saying
My last sad farewell,
But to where I am bound
Well there’s no one can tell.

Oh I may wake up crying
And with nobody there,
Or perhaps next to some French girl 
With the sun in her hair.                        

Poet 47
                                        

BIRO   12-3-1983

The biro is with me now
The biro is in my hand,
The biro’s my lifelong friend
But no one understands.

The biro is writing black
The biro is flowing fast,
The biro is second to none
How long will this love last?

The biro is all I have
The biro is all I need,
The biro is with me now
And will be when I succeed.
                                                 
Poet 47

Dinner on the Wing 
                       
Strolling down the street today, a paper to collect,
I chanced upon a large black crow eating a baguette.
He seemed a perfect gentleman, cleared his throat before he spoke. 
His feathers set like velvet on a fashionable long black cloak.
“Whilst the crust is to my taste” he said “tuna mayo’s not my thing.
I’m partial to a bit of ham, but it’s a thing they rarely bring.
Sweetcorn, I can take or leave, cheese salad is quite nice.
But then, I have no worries as regards the quality or price”.
His manners were impeccable. He left no crumbs and cleaned his beak.
He gently brushed his long black cloak and took his time to speak.
“Thankyou for your company sir, for lunch it’s usually me.
The menu? Well, I can’t complain as when I dine out it’s free!”

Kath Clarke

Breakfast

“Mam, you can’t see from the kitchen,
Burreesgonandonitagen,
He’s flicked salt all over me cornflakes
And he’s id the top off me pen.
I can’t be late for School Mam.
They’ll ask “What’s the reason today?”
An because it’s because of me brother
I’ll not be able to say”.                                                            

Kath Clarke
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Robin of Sherwood

I know I say “cheep” but I ain’t,
and my red breast is quirky and quaint.
I’m a martyr to north winds that blow
And I can’t say I really like snow.

From the moment I’ve hatched I’ve not shirked.
My agents made sure that I’ve worked.
My portfolio is quite extensive
and modelling fees? – Well, expensive.

In the films set in Sherwood I star.
My mother said “Rob, you’ll go far.
I’m not one of the outlaws you see.
When the credits roll, Robin – that’s me.

I’m not vain, but on cards look quite smart 
and on toffee tins look quite the part.
But feel at my best when I puff out my chest
looking cool as the pin up for March                                

Kath Clarke

Sport

How many people here agree?
There’s far too much sport on the telly -
How many hours do we want to see -
When it begins – My brain turns to jelly!

There’s snooker, tennis and football too –
It just goes on for hours
I have to go out – I don’t know about you –
My temper – It immediately sours!

They’re treated like film stars, when all they can do – 
is run around using a ball –
The cameras zoom in – to give us a view –
Of one of them having a fall!!

The wages they’re paid just makes me see red – 
Just how do they justify these?
Whoever pays this is not right in the head
If t’was up to me – I would hand them the keys!!

Too much emphasis is placed on these games – 
when it’s better to focus on life –
Go out for a walk – have some aims – 
and then it won’t upset the wife!!

Ros Yousouf

Just Desserts

When anxieties start to bloom and grow, 
and worries begin budding.
Remember STRESSED is DESSERTS spelt backwards, 
so, why not cure yourself with pudding?

Emotions can be troubling, 
and sometimes feelings hurts.
Grab yourself some pudding!
Get your just desserts!

Feeling stressed is serious; 
the symptoms can make you sick.
Really it’s no laughing matter; 
make an appointment for medical help, quick!

Joy Rice
www.joyrice.co.uk
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Dogs

Have you seen the new ‘breeds’ of dogs?
There’s lots in the back of the ‘Post’.
They’ve been dreamt up in the land of Zog
I don’t know which annoys me the most!!

Mongrels they’d have been in times gone past
Heinz Fifty seen at best –
Just look at their names – they’ll give you a blast!
All common sense has now gone west!!

Why would you want a Labradoodle
that would run to fat and fluff –
What was wrong with the good old Poodle
Can you tell – I’ve had enough!!

And what the heck is a “Shorkie”?
I’m guessing that it’s a very odd hound
what’s going to come when you shout “Walkie”?
a ball of fur – all weird and round!

It wouldn’t be so bad if they were cheap
but they’re hundreds of pounds – just for a cross
People are daft – it makes me weep –
as to why they would pay – I’m at a loss!!

Ros Yousouf

Arachnophobia

(For the endangered Pink Toed Tarantula which I’m told is from South 
America and is born with a pink hue to its body and black legs but over 
its 3-4 year lifespan the pink moves down its legs to its toes).

Hitching a ride, by plane or by boat, 
to slink into our houses by bag or by coat,
disguised in bananas, ready to unfurl, 
devour every parent, then each boy and girl.
Breaths are drawn in, through tense gritted teethes 
on sight of this hairy legged, not so wee beastie.
An unwelcome guest not seen every day.  
Gerrit outa my face will’ya, just gerrit it awehhh!
And what do we do? How do we cope?  
By havin a mardy, a scream or a mope.
We stomp it or flush it, just won’t let it stay.
Whoosh it round the bend and far, far away.
But before breakfast churns, goes frightfully splurge,
 is it really so ghoulily, horribly urrrrgggg?
Much more docile and curiouser than us, 
just don’t mishandle it or cause it a fuss.
This arachnoid’s toes slowly turn pinky, 
a cute clever clogged, pedicured, incy wincy  
Just take a deep breath and reign in that scream, 
give respect to the eight legged groove machine.
So let’s all take stock and just see what’s what, 
Perhaps live and let live, and give a diddly squat.
Cos if we do stomp n flush and never let them stay. 
Then it’s us round the bend and far, far away.
 
Trevor Wright
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Fishin Dahn Bogs

Between the bridge and monkey bars,
near the terminus that yesterday took 
you to the second auntie of the week-
the finest stew n dumplings in Aspley-
satisfied that your stringed jam jar was 
safely shadowed by cherry blossom, the
holiday heat travelled up from the steps
where t shirts, cousins and jam sarnies
willy nillied, through your thinned scuffed 
sandals to skinny shorted legs leaning 
the scabby net as far out as your mams 
doorstep farewell; don’t come back wet!
echoed in a noggin more concerned with
making sure that you got at least a couple 
of swigs from the dandelion and burdock
and vision more intent on planting cool
toes cast of their leather protection away
from the green and brown glints in a flow
full of leaches, sticklebacks and minnows,
knowing that when you got back proudly
holding up three near lapsed specimens,
your mams eyes would drift downwards,
spot the soggy sandals and yet again, roll.        

Trevor Wright

Is there still a light at the end of the tunnel?

Is there still a light at the end of the tunnel?
Or did someone forget to turn it on?
Do bluebirds still fly over the rainbow?
Or have they all flown off and gone?

Is my glass half full or half empty?
Or did it all evaporate away?
Is it true that a cuppa cures everything?
Can tea really keep my troubles at bay?

Will it really be better tomorrow?
After I’ve had a good night’s rest...
....or will life be still a trial, 
a tribulation, trouble and a test?

They say that laughter is the best medicine; 
at least it’s good ‘cause it’s free.
But...sometimes I really do wonder...
...is it the rest of the world...or is it just me?  

Joy Rice                                    
www.joyrice.co.uk

The Girl

I know the girl with a heart like a well,
Deep, dark and seldom fulfilled.
On a good day you can see yourself in the mirror of her waters 
No bucket can reach the spring when her soul is infertile.
There is no love big enough to sustain her fire and no hate to destroy her.
Beauty seems too scary and Truth unbearable, only death can silence the 
constant echo of each word.
So much life trapped in the well of her heart.
Where is it and in what form it will see the light
                                                            
©renatowlson 
23rd October 2015
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Born in a London town house at 2.40 in the morning.
A baby girl was born before the day was dawning.
At 17 Bruton Street, she first stuck out her toe.
This very special Wednesday’s child – would she be full of woe?

Perhaps not an ordinary child, well her grandfather was the king.
But fate was to play a part in the life, of this pretty little thing.
Being Daughter of a Duke of York may sound a little scary.
Though Lilibet they called her, she was christened Elizabeth Alexandra Mary.

On 10 December in nineteen hundred and thirty-six, when she was only ten.
Her uncle stepped down as king and this child’s life would never be the same again.
For this innocent child, her life could not continue as it had always been.
Because one day Elizabeth now knew, that she would be the Queen.

Three years on and who could have foreseen what life would have in store.
When this country and most of the world, would find itself at war.
Throughout the conflict and darkest days, the Royal family played its part.
And Elizabeth grew and blossomed, and the Nation took her to their heart.

After the war when re-building was about to start.
Our princess found another love to come and touch her heart.
Our Princess had found her Prince, her world was suddenly heaven.
And a golden coach took her to her nuptials in November 47.

Those next few years must have seemed like bliss when two children came along.
But then her father died, her life was shattered, she knew she must stay strong.
From that day to this, she has served with dedication beyond compare.
And it’s a comfort in a changing world, just knowing that she is there.

During her reign, twelve Prime Ministers have kissed the royal hand.
And twelve Presidents have been elected in that far off distant land.
She’s launched 23 ships, she has travelled thousands and thousands of miles.
And throughout all the good times and bad, we feel welcomed by her smiles.

For 64 years she has been our Queen, a constant through thick and thin.
She’s so steadfast and dependable. She is a real heroine.
She’s the fortieth monarch, since William the C, and reigned longer than any other.
She is loved our Queen – she’s the Nation’s favourite grandmother.

The Queen is on the throne and everything feels calm. 
It just remains for me to day – Happy Birthday Ma’am.

Derek Marshall

Malvern

When I was small I’d walk with you, and you,
mindful of my short legs, would slow your tread,
and we would walk together, side by side.

With you, I saw where poet Will lay down,
weary of wandering on that May morning,
so many years ago, and dreamed his dream.
And then we’d climb up to the very crown
Of British Camp, where sometimes mist wraiths drift,
Above the ground where Roman fought with Briton.

Along the paths that almost touch the sky
We’d sit awhile and then you would point out
The hills of Wales, the Church where Elgar lies.
The cave where outlaws once were used to hide
And I’d jump up and run for Joy of living
“We’re on the top of England!” I once cried

As I grew older you grew old and I,
mindful of your old legs would slow my tread.
And we would walk together, side by side.

Now when I walk these hills I feel you near
My Grandad, teacher, guide and friend
I’m sure you’re with me, matching tread to tread
And we still walk together, side by side.                            

Olive Bond 
2007
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We Should Go Out

I’ve been thinking we should go out
it’s my opinion without a doubt.

Buy a ticket board a train
catch a bus ignore the rain.

Find a town to look around
where we can lazily amble about.

We’ll go and find a market place
Where life goes by at a walking pace.

Chamber pots in antique shops
marquetry inlaid table tops.

A book on kings a box of rings
A portrait of an unknown face

We’ll go out find somewhere to eat 
someplace maybe where locals meet.

Find a table buy a drink
look at the menu see what you think.

If it looks ok we will probably stay
It’ll give us a chance to rest our feet.

Than later on if it’s, still, too soon
We’ll linger a while in the afternoon.

And before we go and lose the sun
before the shadows merge into one
we’ll make our way at the end of the day
and get back home before the moon. 

Well there it is I’ve had my shout
do you think my argument carries some clout?

There’s more to life than a TV screen
so don’t sit there with a vacant stare
get your coat and let’s go out.
                                                                     
Michael T Smith
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We hope that you enjoy this little booklet of poems and 
that some of them do make you laugh, some of them make 
you think and maybe inspire you to write your own poems.

Bulwell Arts Festival is now in its third year and is a 
week-long festival and celebration of the creative arts 
within the Bulwell area, run by a small team of volunteers! 
Why not consider joining us to plan next year’s events?

Check out our website: www.bulwellartsfestival.com
and Facebook page - Bulwell Arts Festival
for details of the many events, workshops and exhibitions 
that will be happening - come along and join in!

If you wish to listen to some of our poets 
performing these and other poems, 

then please join us on: 

Tuesday 12th July 2016, 7pm 
at The William Peverel, Bulwell

for Poems at the Pub!


